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Introduction

0.1. It is well known that if the function f(x, y) is harmonic in a finite

domain (non-null connected open set) D, then at each point (x0, y0) in D,

f(x, y) satisfies the equation

(1) /(*., yo)=—.ff f(xo + {, yo + v)dtdv
irr J J D(x0,v0;r)

for each circular disc

D(x0, yo; r):   f» + r,2 = (x - *0)2 + (y - y0)2 ^ r2

lying in D. Conversely, if f(x, y) is superficially summable in the interior of a

finite domain D, and if (1) holds for each point (x0, yo) and each discD(#o, yo;r)

about (x0, yo) in D, then/(x, y) is harmonic in D(l).

It follows that (1) may be taken as the defining equation for harmonic

functions.

0.2. Similarly, if/(x, y) is superficially summable in the interior of a finite

simply-connected domain D, and if/(x, y) is summable on each circle

C(x0, yo; r):  £2 + i?2 = (x — x0)2 + (y — yo)2 = r2

lying in D, then a necessary and sufficient condition that/(x, y) be harmonic

in D is that at each point (xo, yo) in D, f(x, y) satisfy the equation

(2) f(x0, yo) = — f /(x0 + I, y0 +

for each circle C(x0, yo; r) in Z?.

As with (1), (2) may be taken as the defining equation for harmonic func-

tions.

0.3. The following theorem is analogous to a result of Beckenbach and

Rado concerning subharmonic functions(2).

Theorem 1. Iff(x, y) is continuous in a finite domain D, then a necessary

Presented to the Society, December 30, 1941; received by the editors March 20, 1942.

(*) See E. Levi, Supra una proprietä caratteristica delle funzione armoniche, Atti della Reale

Academia Lincei vol. 18 (1909) pp. 10-15, and L. Tonelli, Sopra una proprietä caratteristica delle

funzione armoniche, ibid. pp. 577-582.
(2) E. F. Beckenbach and Tibor Rado, Subharmonic functions and surfaces of negative curva-

ture, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 35 (1933) pp. 662-674.
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and sufficient condition that f(x, y) be harmonic in D is that for each point

(xo, yo) in D, the equation

(3) — f f(x0 + £, yo + v)ds = —- f f f{xo + £, yo + v)d^dr,
2wr J c(i,,„:r) irr J J D(x„.Vo;r)

hold for all D{xo, yo', r) in D.

Proof. If f(x, y) is harmonic in D, then (3) follows from (1) and (2).

To prove that (3) is a sufficient condition that/(a:, y) be harmonic in D,

we consider the circular average (3)

f{x, y>p)m— [(        f(x + £,y + v)didi),

which is defined in an open subset of D. For D(x0, yo; p) in D, a computation

yields

d

dp
f(xo, yo; p) = —[~-— f        f(xo + £, y0 + v)ds

-: f f /(*o + f,     + 17)
Tp  ^ J D(.x0,y0-,p) J

which, with (3), shows that/(x0, yol p) is independent of p. But since f(x, y)

is continuous, we have/(x, y; p)^>f{x, y), as p—>0, on each closed subset of

D, so that

f(x0, yo) = /(*», yo\r) = —- f f        /(a;0 +   y0 + 17)^17
xr  J J D(x0,yu;r)

for each D(x0, yo; r) in P. Therefore f(x, y) is harmonic in D.

If we should assume only that/(x, y) is superficially summable and satis-

fies (3), then it would not follow that/(x, y) is harmonic; consider, for ex-

ample, the function which vanishes identically except at the origin, where it

assumes the value 1.

0.4. The right-hand members in (1) and (2) are areal and peripheral aver-

ages (mean-values), respectively; in each instance the range of integration is

circular. The question arises as to the nature of the functions which are

defined by relations similar to (1), (2) and (3), in which the geometric figure

is square, elliptic, and so on(4).

In this paper we delineate the classes of functions defined by the condition

(3) See § 1.3 below.

(4) Cf. W. Brodel, Funktionen mit Gaussischer Mittelwerteigenschaft für konvexe Kurven und

Bereiche, Deutsche Mathematik, vol. 4 (1939) pp. 3-15. By combining our methods with his,

one can simplify the proofs of some of his results concerning general mean-values.
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that their averages over regular polygons of n sides satisfy conditions similar

to (1), (2) and (3)(«).

0.5. Since a circle may be considered as a limit of a sequence of circum-

scribed (or inscribed) regular polygons, the results of this introductory section

may be considered as limiting cases of some of the results obtained below.

1. Lemmas

1.1. We recall that if w = 2, then for all angles \p we have

0,

0,

n/2.

2irm 2irm\
= (cos V -f i sin v; 2-, I cos-r- * sm-) >

m=o\       n n /

and this vanishes since the sum of the wth roots of unity is zero. The remain-

ing formulas in (4), (5) and (6) can be established in a similar way.

More generally, for «= 1,

n—l p     /       2irkm\            / 2irkm\~\
(1)       £ j^cos ̂ 4-J + i sin ̂  4-J J = »5A,„(cos 4> + i sin ̂ ),

•
where bk,n = 1 if k is an integral multiple of n, and where 5i,„ = 0 otherwise(6).

1.2. Pn(x0, yo; r; <b), « = 3, shall denote the closed finite region bounded

by the regular w-gon pn(x0, yo; r; <p), whose center is at (x0, yo) and whose

inscribed circle has radius r;<p denotes the angle from R to N, —ir/n^<p<ir/n,

where R is the ray extending horizontally to the right from (xo, yo) and

N is the exterior normal at the point where R emerges from the polygon.

I Pn(x0, yo; r; <p)\ shall denote the area of Pn(x0, yo;r;<p) and | pn(x0, y0;r;4>)\

shall denote the length of p„(x0, yo; r; <p).

We enumerate the sides of pn(x0, yo;r;4>) in counter-clockwise fashion,

So, Sx, • • • , sn-x, where s0 is the side to which N is normal.

(6) J. L. Walsh considered finite averages over the vertices of regular »-gons, obtaining

results similar to some of the results obtained in this paper, in his article A mean-value theorem

for polynomials and harmonic polynomials, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 42 (1936) pp. 923-930.

(6) Walsh, loc. cit. p. 924.

4) £sinU4--]=£cosU +-) =
m=0 \ n   f        m=0 \ » /

/        2irm\       / 2Tm\
5) £sinU +- cosU +-) =

m-0 \ ft    / \ ft /

6) £sin2U4--) = Zcos2U4--) =
m=0 \ ft    J m=0 \ fl /

Thus

Z l^cos     + —— j + i sin     + —— jj
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1.3. Lemma 1. If f(x, y) is superficially summable in the interior of a finite

domain D, if n is a fixed integer, wS:3, and if for each point (xo, yo) in D the

equation

(8) /Oo, yo) - y—-—r f f /0„ + £, y0 + v)dtdv
I Pn{Xo, yo\ r; 0) |  J J Pn(Xo,y<l;r;0)

holds for each Pn(xo, yo', r; 0) in D, then f{x, y) is harmonic in D(7).

Proof. For any function F(x, y), defined and superficially summable in

the interior of D, the areal averaging function

F(x' y>r) m I p /   1-irr f f        F(* + f. y + v)^dv
I Pn(x, y; r; 0) | J Jp„(X,y;r;o)

is one degree smoother than F(x, y) in the open subset DT of D, where F(x,y; r)

is defined; that is, if F{x, y) is superficially summable in the interior of D,

then (for r fixed) F(x, y; r) is (at least) continuous in Dr, or if F(x, y) has con-

tinuous partial derivatives of the wth order in D, then F(x, y; r) has continu-

ous partial derivatives of the («-f-l)st order in Dr(s). Hence it follows by a

simple induction that if the summable function f(x, y) satisfies (8) at each

point (xo, yo) in D, for each Pn(x0, y<>;r;0) lying in D, then/(x, y) has continu-

ous partial derivatives of all orders in D.

Accordingly, we may use the finite Taylor expansion

/(xo + e, yo + v) = /(*», yo) + £ 4;F(*r- + v f)f\ + «(r2),
*-i ß!L\ dx       dy/ J

fs = e + i2.
for/(x, y), about the point (x0, yo); here

d d
5—+ n —

dx dy

is a differential operator, the partial derivatives are evaluated at (xo, yo), and

o(ra) denotes a function (not always the same function) such that

o(ra)

lim ^— = 0.
r->0 r"

The side sm of P„(x0, yo; r; 0) can be represented by the polar equation

(9) sm:   p = r sec {6 - 2irm/n),     (2m - \)r/n ^ 6 ^ (2m + l)ir/n;

(7) In the proof we use only the weaker assumption that the difference of the two members

in (8) is (uniformly) ofr4) in D.

(8) For a list of the principal properties of averaging functions, see H. E. Bray, Proof of a

formula for an area, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 29 (1923) pp. 264-270.
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that is

sm:   p = r sec ^,     4> = 8 — 2irm/n,   — ir/n = \p = ir/w.

Hence we have

f(x0 4- £, yo 4- r?)^rfr? = I Pn(x0, y0; r; 0) | f(x0, yo)

n-l   -T/n   «rsec*    2      1     /p / 2«»\ 5

+ £ £-{ pcosU+—)-
m=o .7 _»/»•/o       *_i «! IL        \ n / dx

( 27TOT\ )

4- p sin J^f 4- ~^"J^J fi**> yo)fpdpd\f' + o(r4).
dy,

Applying (4), (5) and (6), we obtain

f(xo 4- I, yo 4- v)d£dn = | P„(x0, y0; r; 0) | f(x0, y0)

nr* ( 1 7T x \
4- — (— tan3-h tan — ]Af{x0, y0) 4- o(r4),

8 \ 3 n n /

where

d2 ö2
A = — 4-

dx2 dy2

is the Laplacian operator. The lemma now follows from (8) and (10), which

yield the equation Af(x, y)=0.

1.4. If/(#, y) is harmonic in a finite domain D, then/(x, y) may be ex-

panded in a Fourier series about each point (xa, y0) in D:

f(x, y) = f(xB 4- p cos 0, y0 4- p sin 6)

(11) °°
= f(x0, yo) 4- E Pk(ak cos £0 -f bk sin W).

Lemma 2. Iff(x, y) is harmonic in a finite domain D, then for each Pn(x0, yo;

r; 0) such that D(x0, yo', t sec ir/n) is in D we have

f(xo + i, yo 4- v)d£drj = I Pn(xo, yo; r; 0) | f(x0, yo)
j       J J Pni^.Vo'.riO)

"   a*„r*"+2 fT/"
•4- tt > . -— I      sec*n+V cos kn\pd\p.

i_l    J«4 2 J-x/n

Proof. Using (7), (9) and (11), we obtain
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JJ* f(x0 + £, yo + n)Mdn = I Pn(x0, yo; r; 0) | f(x0, yo)

► Tin   /» r sec ^- oo/t I n   n r sec y w

E pkn{akn cos       + bkn sin knfapdpdip.
-ir/n     0 t=X

Now (12) follows from the fact that sin 8 is an odd function, while cos 8 and

sec 8 are even functions, of 8.

2. Areal mean-values

2.1. The real and imaginary parts of (x-\-iy)n are basic homogeneous har-

monic polynomials of degree n in the variables x, y. We shall denote these

polynomials by £zi,„(x, y) and Hz,n{x, y), respectively. Any homogeneous

harmonic polynomial of degree n'm x, y is of the form

aHi,n(x, y) + bH2,„(x, y)

where a and b are constants.

2.2. Theorem 2. If /(x, y) is superficially summable in the interior of a

finite domain D, and if n is a fixed integer, n = 3, then a necessary and sufficient

condition that for each point (x0, yo) in D, the equation

(13) f(x0, yo) = -T—-—r f f f(x0 + f, y0 + v)d£dr,
I f«C«o, yo; r; 0)| J ■/pB(i0,w0;r;o)

hold for each P„(xo, yo; r; 0) zw D is iÄa£ /(x, y) 6e a harmonic polynomial of

degree at most n, of the form

(14) f(x, y) = Bo + £ [AtBiAx, y) + BkH,,k$x, y)] + BnH2,n(x, y),
k-1

where Ak and Bk are constants, k = 0, 1, • • • , n.

Necessity. If (13) holds, then, by Lemma l,/(x, y) is harmonic; conse-

quently, by (13) and Lemma 2, we have

(15) E —-        I      sec*"+V cos kn\f/d\{/ = 0.
t=i kn + 2 J _T/„

Since (15) holds for all sufficiently small r, the coefficient of each power of r

must vanish; in particular we have

a„    rr,n

(16) —-      I      sec"+V cos mpdt = 0.
n + 2 J _x/„

Now
• x/n

/Tin sec"+V cos n\pdy^ < 0,
-Tin
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as one readily sees by an inspection of the graphs of the functions sec \p and

cos nip. Therefore (16) yields

1 Ö"
fln = — —/(*», yo) = 0.

n\ dxn

But (13) holds at each point (x0, yo) in D, so that

dnf(x, y)
(17) ~       = 0

dx"

holds throughout D. By a simple induction we obtain, from (17) and the

Laplace equation Af(x, y) = 0,

d "+*/(*> y)
(18)-= 0, s + * = » + *; s, t « 0,1, •••,»+*.;*« 1, 2, • • ■ .

dx'dy'

Now (17) and (18) imply (14).

Sufficiency. If/(x, y) is of the form (14), then/(x, y) can be continued

harmonically so as to be defined and harmonic in the entire x, y-plane. Now

(13) follows from (12), (17) and (18).

2.3. Theorem 3. If f(x, y) is superficially summable in the interior of a

finite domain D,ifnis a fixed integer, w = 3, and if <pais fixed, — ir/nS<i>o<~ir/n,

then a necessary and sufficient condition that for each point (x0, yo) in D, the

equation

n)d£dri(19) f(x0, yo) = j—-1-—T f f /(*. 4- i, yo +
I Jrn\Xo, yo; r ; <b0) \ J J p,(i0.»oi'i*o)

hold for each P„(xo, yo; r; 4>o) in D is thalfix, y) be a harmonic polynomial of

degree at most n, of the form

n-l

(20) /(*, y) = Bo + Z [AtHiAx, y) 4- BkH2,k(x, y)\

4- Bn[Hi,n(x, y) sin mpa 4- H2,n(x, y) cos n<b0],

where Ak and Bk are constants, k = Q, 1, ■ • • , n.

Proof. If we make the transformation of coordinates x'-\-iy' = (x+iy)ei*t>,

then Theorem 3 follows at once from Theorem 2.

2.4. Theorem 4. If f(x, y) is superficially summable in the interior of a

finite domain D, and if n is a fixed integer, n Si 3, then a necessary and sufficient

condition that for each point (x0, yo) in D, the equation

f(x0, yo) = 7—-—tt- f f /{** 4- Si yo + v)d^dv
I Pn(xo, yo; r;<b)\ J J pn(x0.Vo;,;#)
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hold for each Pn(xo, yo; r; <p) in D, is thatf(x, y) be a harmonic polynomial of

degree at most n — 1 (9).

Proof. The theorem follows from Theorem 3 and the fact that while the

class of harmonic polynomials of the form (20) is not invariant under rotations

of the plane, the class of harmonic polynomials of degree less than n is in-

variant under these rotations.

3. Peripheral mean-values

3.1. Theorem 5. If f(x, y) is summable on each Pn(x, y; r; 0) and on each

Pn{x, y; r; 0) lying in a finite simply-connected domain D, where n is a fixed

integer, w = 3, then a necessary and sufficient condition that for each point

{xo, yo) in D the equation

(21) /(xo, y0) = -,-—:- f f(x0 + I, yo + v)ds
I pn(xo, yo; r; 0) | J „„<*<,,„0;r;o)

hold for each pn(xo yo; r; 0) in D is that fix, y) be a harmonic polynomial of the

form (14)(10).

Necessity. If we multiply both members of (21) by | pn(x0, yo; r; 0) | and

integrate with respect to r, and then apply the theorem of Fubini to the super-

ficially summable function/(x, y), we obtain (13) for each point (xQ, y0) in

D, for each P„(x0, yol r; 0) lying in D. Hence, by Theorem 2,f(x, y) is of the

form (14).

Sufficiency. If /(x, y) is given by (14), then, by Theorem 2, (13) holds.

Differentiating both sides of (13) with respect to r, we obtain

1—:-—r f f(xo 4- £, yo 4- v)ds
(22) Pn{-Xo' y°' r' ™ I J2>„<*o.!/o;r;o)

= Tt7~/-I I f(Xo + 5' y° + rid&r,,
I Pn{xo, yo; r; 0) | J ^p„(z0lI,0;r;o)

which, with (13), implies (21).

3.2. The following two theorems are analogous to Theorems 3 and 4,

respectively.

Theorem 6. If f(x, y) is summable on each P„(x, y; r; (po) and on each

pn(xo, yo; r; 4>o) lying in a finite simply-connected domain D, where n is a fixed

integer, m = 3, and where <bo is fixed, —ir/n^(bo<T'/n, then a necessary and suffi-

cient condition that for each point (xo, yo) in D, the equation

r))ds(23)     /(xo, yo) = 1-1--7- f /(xo 4-    yo +
I pn{xo, yo; r; <po) \ J p„(^0,i/0;r;*o)

(9) Cf. Walsh, loc. cit., p. 923, Theorem 3.

(,0) Theorems 5-7 actually hold for n = 2. We have stated them for n&3 to conform with

the analogous Theorems 2-4, respectively.
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hold for each pn(x0, yo, r; cbo) in D is thatf(x, y) be a harmonic polynomial of the

form (20).

Theorem 7. If f{x, y) is summable on each Pn(x, y; r; <p) and on each

pn(x, y\ r; <p) lying in a finite simply-connected domain D, where n is a fixed

integer, w = 3, then a necessary and sufficient condition that for each point

(xo, yo) in D, the equation

hold for each pn(x, y; r; <p) in D is that f(x, y) be a harmonic polynomial of

degree at most n — l.

Theorems 6 and 7 follow from Theorems 3 and 4, respectively, in the

same way that Theorem 5 follows from Theorem 2.

3.3. Theorems 5, 6 and 7 are analogous to Theorems 2, 3 and 4, respec-

tively. Similarly, we might give three theorems of the type of Theorem 1 which

are analogous to Theorems 2, 3 and 4. We give the explicit statement of only

the last of these:

Theorem 8. Iff(x, y) is continuous in a finite simply-connected domain D,

then a necessary and sufficient condition that for each point (x0, yo) in D, the

equation

hold for each Pn(x0, yo', r;<p) lying in D, is thatf{x, y) be a harmonic polynomial

of degree at most n — \.
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